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Commercial TV   UR767H (EU)

4K UHD Hospitality TV
with Pro:Centric Direct

Pro:Centric Cloud webOS

Real 4K Nano Bezel

UR767H (EU)

Design Stand Type
No Stand For Accessory : 1 Pole
(65” : Fixed, 55”/50” : Swivel), Floor Stand (65”/55”)

Display
Inch 65” / 55” / 50”

Resolution 3,840 × 2,160 (UHD)

Solution Pro:Centric (Smart, Cloud, Direct, V, Server), Quick Menu



UR767H (EU)

LG Conventional TV

NanoCell TV delivers a broad spectrum of colors and lifelike accuracy with advanced NanoCell technology, making LG Hotel TV 
nearly unimpaired. Discover brilliant and clear visual experience with the Real 4K that NanoCell TV delivers.

* Some features may not be supported based on PCD versions.

The hotel content management solution Pro:Centric Direct offers easy and simple editing tools, making it easy to perform service
and IP network-based remote management with a single click. The Pro:Centric Direct solution enables users to edit their interface
easily by providing customized interface and efficiently manages all TVs in the room. The latest PCD version provides IoT-based in-
room control These IoT will be your starting point to prepare for the hotel rooms of next generation through artificial intelligence.

With its minimal Nano Bezel, NanoCell is designed to blend into any interior and delivers an immersive and delicate viewing experience.

* All images are for illustrative purposes only.

Real 4K Made by Pure Colors

Nano Bezel Adds Sophisticated Ambiance

Pro:Centric Direct

Hotel RoomsControl Room Server IP or RF

Pure Colors
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Pro:Centric Cloud
Pro:Centric Cloud improves the usability of enterprise's CMS solution and cloudification of system, reinforcing the service of 3rd party 
solution. It also offers various design templates, improving data collection and analytics platform with an eye-catching dashboard.

* SoftAP should be set in the installation menu after the TV is turned on.
* Screen Share may not be operated at the same time.

SoftAP
Software-enabled Access Point (SoftAP) is a "virtual" Wi-Fi feature that uses TV as a wireless hotspot, enabling guests to connect 
their own devices to the SoftAP. It supports Bridge Mode, allowing administrators to manage in-room SoftAP information such as 
signal level, SoftAP passwords, etc.

More Innovative LG webOS 6.0
Explore the latest LG Smart TV features, and discover TVs that deliver innovative technology, remarkable clarity, and true-to-life 
colors. Newly added Gallery Mode enable you to utilize the TV as a customized clock and an artwork which perfectly harmonizes 
with your space and life.

* All images are for illustrative purposes only.
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Manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories, Dolby, Dolby Vision, Dolby Audio, 
Dolby Atmos, and the double - D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.

ANTENNA/
CABLE IN

13/18V  0.7A Max
Satellite IN

STEREO
(8Ω)

Welcome Video / Screen
With the capability to display several images, Commercial TVs 
allow for a greater variation of greeting messages in hotel 
rooms which make customers feel more welcome and cared for.

Download
LG C-Display+
Mobile App

Google Play Store

www.lg.com/global/business/information-display
www.youtube.com/c/LGECommercialDisplay
www.facebook.com/LGInformationDisplay
www.linkedin.com/company/lginformationdisplay
twitter.com/LG_ID_HQ

LG may make changes to specifications and product descriptions without notice.
Copyright © 2022 LG Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. “LG Life’s Good” is a 
registered trademark of LG Corp. The names of products and brands mentioned 
here may be the trademarks of their respective owners.

CONNECTIVITY
65" / 55" / 50"

* Jack Panels may differ from the above image, so please contact LG sales team to verify before ordering.

USB Cloning
USB data cloning makes managing multiple displays more 
efficient for optimal operation. Instead of setting up each 
display one by one, data can be copied to a USB for one display 
and can be sent to the other displays through a USB plug-in.

Hotel Mode (Public Display Mode)

From channel selection to volume level, you can control the 
TV settings in business areas. It also enables you to restore 
default settings, as required, on the TVs.

Using the interactive set-top box, LG Commercial TVs can be 
controlled with a single remote control.

* This feature may have a restriction depending on the TV models.

* All images are for illustrative purposes only.
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